Introduction {#Sec1}
============

In December 2019, Dr. Li Wenliang, an ophthalmologist in Wuhan Central Hospital, sent the first signal of an outbreak of suspected severe acute respiratory syndrome--like disease (Petersen et al. [@CR43]). Then, Chinese scientists responded quickly and performed next-generation sequencing for clinical samples from patients with this unknown pneumonia; they found a new coronavirus, later named severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) by the International Committee on Taxonomy of Viruses (Coronaviridae Study Group of the International Committee on Taxonomy of [@CR10]), and published the virus RNA sequence in the public database(Wu et al. [@CR52]). On February 11, 2020, the World Health Organization named this infection coronavirus disease-2019 (COVID-19) (Lai et al. [@CR34]). Although the mortality rate of COVID-19 is currently lower than that of SARS, as of April 16, 2020, COVID-19 has causing more than 2 million cases and over 137 thousand deaths (Bulut and Kato [@CR5]). Therefore, COVID-19 has become a global public health problem, and the World Health Organization classifies the global threat level of coronavirus as very high and designated the COVID-19 outbreak a pandemic (Bulut and Kato [@CR5]). Growing evidence indicates that SARS-CoV-2 also affects different organs and systems, including the central nervous system (CNS). Here, we summarized the evidence on the involvement of the nervous system in SARS-CoV-2 infection and discussed the possible mechanisms of CNS infection.

Symptoms of SARS-CoV-2 Infection {#Sec2}
================================

An increasing number of cases of SARS-CoV-2 infection have been reported; in addition to the main symptoms of the respiratory system, such as fever, cough, and breathing difficulty, other systemic symptoms have been described. As in a recent case analysis of 55,924 laboratory-confirmed cases, symptoms and signs included fever (87.9%), dry cough (67.7%), fatigue (38.1%), sputum production (33.4%), shortness of breath (18.6%), sore throat (13.9%), headache (13.6%), myalgia or joint pain (14.8%), chills (11.4%), nausea or vomiting (5.0%), nasal congestion (4.8%), diarrhea (3.7%), hemoptysis (0.9%), and conjunctival hyperemia (0.8%) (Hu and Li [@CR28]). In a clinical analysis of 138 patients with COVID-19, the most common symptoms were fever (98.6%), fatigue (69.6%), dry cough (59.4%), myalgia (34.8%), dyspnea (31.2%), diarrhea (10.1%), nausea (10.1%), dizziness (9.4%), headache (6.5%), vomiting (3.6%), and abdominal pain (2.2%) (Wang et al. [@CR51]). In addition, lymphopenia occurred in 70.3% (97 cases) of patients, and prolonged prothrombin time was found in 58% (80 cases) of patients (Wang et al. [@CR51]). In another clinical study, the clinical manifestations in 99 laboratory-confirmed patients were fever (83%), cough (82%), shortness of breath (31%), muscle pain (11%), mental disorder (9%), headache (8%), sore throat (5%), runny nose (4%), chest pain (2%), diarrhea (2%), and nausea and vomiting (1%) (Chen et al. [@CR7]). Furthermore, in a report of 140 patients, the most common symptoms were fever (91.7%), followed by cough (75%), fatigue (75%), and chest tightness or dyspnea (36.7%). Of these patients, 39.6% complained about gastrointestinal symptoms, including nausea (17.3%), diarrhea (12.9%), anorexia (12.2%), abdominal pain (5.8%), belching (5%), and emesis (5%) (Zhang et al. [@CR61]). In addition, lymphopenia occurred in 75.4% of these patients (Zhang et al. [@CR61]). In a report from a non-core epidemic area, the most common symptoms of laboratory-confirmed patients were fever (77%), cough (81%), expectoration (56%), headache (34%), myalgia or fatigue (52%), diarrhea (8%), hemoptysis (3%), and shortness of breath (3%) (Xu et al. [@CR56]). Therefore, SARS-CoV-2 infection involves multiple tissues and systems; the symptoms and severity of different systems depend on the tissue sensitivity to viral infection. In addition, for different populations, symptom severity may be related to the immune response. After infection, immunity is decreased in the early phase, and lymphocyte counts are reduced in the peripheral blood of patients with COVID-19 (Huang et al. [@CR29]; Zhang et al. [@CR61]). It is worth noting that some patients have no obvious symptoms, even though the results of nucleic acid testing for SARS-CoV-2 are positive (Tong et al. [@CR50]; Wang et al. [@CR51]); these patients should receive additional attention because they can transmit the virus to more people.

Clinical Symptoms and Evidence of Nervous System Involvement after SARS-CoV-2 Infection {#Sec3}
=======================================================================================

In recent case reports, in addition to respiratory system symptoms such as fever, chills, cough, sputum production, shortness of breath, sore throat, nausea or vomiting, and nasal congestion, the second most common system symptoms were sometimes nervous system symptoms, including headache, nausea, vomiting, dizziness, myalgia, and fatigue. Nausea and vomiting could be the symptoms of either digestive system or nervous system, but if these symptoms combined with headache or high intracranial pressure, these may suggest the symptoms of the CNS infection. Increasing evidence has demonstrated that SARS-CoV-2 has the ability to invade the nervous system. In a retrospective case study of 214 hospitalized patients with COVID-19 in Wuhan, China, more than 36.4% of patients were found to have acute cerebrovascular disease, disturbance of consciousness, and skeletal muscle damage as well as neurological manifestations, such as dizziness, headache, nausea, hypogeusia, and hyposmia (Mao et al. [@CR38]). The authors concluded that neurologic manifestations should be given more attention (Mao et al. [@CR38]). One patient experienced frequent maxillofacial and angular twitching with persistent hiccups at 2 weeks after disease onset; physical examination revealed positive neck resistance, slow response to light, increased muscle tension in the limbs, and bilateral ankle clonus. In addition, the results of cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) analysis showed high pressure (330 mmH~2~O). The patient was diagnosed with encephalitis. Next-generation sequencing of CSF samples confirmed the existence of SARS-CoV-2 infection in the CNS (Xiang et al. [@CR53]). Recently, another case of encephalitis caused by SARS-CoV-2 was also reported (Moriguchi et al. [@CR40]). The patient had a stiff neck and unconsciousness on the ninth day after symptom onset. CSF pressure was high (320 mmH~2~O). Interestingly, SARS-CoV-2 RNA was not detected in the samples from nasopharyngeal swabs, but CSF samples (Moriguchi et al. [@CR40]). In addition to the most common symptoms of cranial hypertension, such as headache, nausea, and vomiting, some patients also have neurological symptoms, such as dizziness, fatigue, and insanity (Chen et al. [@CR7]; Huang et al. [@CR29]; Mao et al. [@CR38]). According to recent studies, SARS-CoV-2 infection caused the spectrum of neurological diseases including viral encephalitis, meningoencephalitis, ischemic stroke, and hemorrhagic stroke (Mao et al. [@CR38]; Moriguchi et al. [@CR40]; Xiang et al. [@CR53]). Among patients, most cases were acute cerebrovascular diseases. These studies provided evidence for SARS-CoV-2 infection in the CNS. CNS involvement indicated poor prognosis, worsened clinical condition, and sudden death (Mao et al. [@CR38]).

Previous studies on the SARS epidemic showed that symptoms including anxiety, depression, stress, and posttraumatic stress disorder were present in of SARS survivors and medical care worker (Du et al. [@CR18]; Yang et al. [@CR58]). The COVID-19 epidemic is a source of more stress than the SARS epidemic, and SARS-CoV-2-caused psychological risks should be taken seriously (Bao et al. [@CR2]; Kang et al. [@CR31]). Actually, local and national mental health institutions of China have noted that patients with mental dysfunction should be properly treated (Lai et al. [@CR35]). Psychological problems, such as anxiety, depression, insomnia, and distress have been reported (Lai et al. [@CR35]). Some patients with COVID-19 were found to be mentally deranged (9%) (Chen et al. [@CR7]). On the psychological evaluation of 89 patients with COVID-19, 52% had no psychological symptoms, 35% had mild symptoms, and 13% had moderate to severe symptoms (Xu et al. [@CR55]). In a survey of 230 medical staff, the incidence of anxiety was 23.04%, and the incidence of severe anxiety, moderate anxiety, and mild anxiety was 2.17%, 4.78%, and 16.09%, respectively; the incidence of stress disorders among medical staff was 27.39%, and women had a higher incidence than men (Huang et al. [@CR30]). Some medical staff showed signs of excitement, irritability, reluctance to rest, and psychological distress in response to the outbreak, but they refused to admit psychological distress and receive any psychological help (Chen et al. [@CR8]). Additionally, posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) was the most severe outcome in patients and medical care workers after the SARS epidemic (Maunder [@CR39]). Therefore, in response to the COVID-19 epidemic, psychiatric and psychological problems are an important issue in patients and medical staff.

Possible Mechanisms of Neurological Symptoms {#Sec4}
--------------------------------------------

SARS-CoV-2 is a *Betacoronavirus* with a single-stranded, enveloped RNA belonging to the Sarbecovirus subgenus of the Coronaviridae family (Chan et al. [@CR6]). Its RNA genome is 29,891 nucleotides in size, encoding 9860 amino acids (Chan et al. [@CR6]). Because the similarity of RNA sequences between SARS-CoV-2 and SARS-CoV is as high as 79.5% (Zhou et al. [@CR62]), the mechanisms of SARS-CoV-2 infection may be similar to those of SARS-CoV infection. Angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 (ACE2), which is abundantly expressed on the cell surface of many human organs (Hamming et al. [@CR25]), is a target of SARS-CoV infection, with the help of the serine protease TMPRSS2 (Hamming et al. [@CR25]; Hoffmann et al. [@CR27]). A recent study demonstrated that ACE2 is also considered to be a functional receptor for SARS-CoV-2 invasion (Zou et al. [@CR63]). SARS-CoV-2 binds to the host cells' ACE2 and infects the cells; SARS-CoV-2 sheds nucleic acid from the host to spread, similar to influenza virus, but its pattern of detachment does not seem to be the same as that of SARS-CoV (Zou et al. [@CR63]). SARS-CoV-2 possesses more powerful pathogenicity and transmissibility than SARS-CoV and MERS-CoV, because SARS-CoV-2 and ACE2 have a stronger binding capacity (Zou et al. [@CR63]).

A previous study showed that ACE2 is expressed in the CNS under physiological conditions (Hamming et al. [@CR25]). It is unknown whether ACE2 expression is induced under pathological conditions such as SARS-COV-2 infection. Because of the existence of ACE2 in the CNS, it is possible to induce SARS-CoV-2 invasion via ACE2 on the neuronal cell membrane and cause brain injury and neurological symptoms. According to a previous study on coronavirus, the S1 unit of the spike protein on the surface of the coronavirus binds to the neuronal ACE2 receptor and attaches to the surface of target cells; then, the serine protease TMPRSS2 activates the spike protein, and the virus enters the neuron (Hoffmann et al. [@CR27]). In addition, endothelial cells of blood vessels have high expression of ACE2, and SARS-CoV-2 infection can attack endothelial cells in the cerebral blood vessels through the ACE2 receptor and disrupt the blood-brain barrier (BBB), resulting in increased permeability of the BBB, cerebral edema, and intracranial hypertension. Furthermore, a disrupted BBB may promote invasion into brain tissues and neurons as depicted in Fig. [1a, b](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}. This pattern of CNS invasion was confirmed for other coronaviruses (Bleau et al. [@CR4]; Cowley and Weiss [@CR11]). A previous study identified the presence of SARS-CoV in the hypothalamus and cortical neurons of patients with SARS (Ding et al. [@CR17]). In addition to invasion by blood vessels, viruses may enter the CNS through the terminals of the olfactory nerve (Arbour et al. [@CR1]). Importantly, axonal transport also supports the rapid spread from neuron to neuron (Dubé et al. [@CR20]). A recent study showed that almost no virus particles were detected in nonneuronal cells in infected brain areas (Li et al. [@CR36]). Therefore, brain damage may also be caused by cytokines secreted from infected neurons, especially when the virus invades the nervous system in susceptible individuals with low immunity to this virus (Desforges et al. [@CR15]; Skinner et al. [@CR47]). However, these speculations need additional investigation in SARS-CoV-2 infection.Fig. 1Possible mechanisms of SARS-CoV-2 infection-related CNS symptoms. **a** SARS-CoV-2 may enter the brain through the olfactory nerve endings and directly infect neurons via ACE2 protein on the surface of neurons. Axonal transport may promote the rapid spread of neurons to neurons. Also, cytokines secreted from infected neurons damage nearby neurons and glial cells. **b** SARS-CoV-2 may enter the blood vessels through mucosa and infected lungs. SARS-CoV-2 binds to ACE2 protein that is abundantly expressed in endothelial cells, disrupting endothelial cells and the blood-brain barrier and leading to cerebral edema and intracranial hypertension. **c** After SARS-CoV-2 infection, human immune cells produce antibodies against this coronavirus; however, some autoantibodies also attack endothelial cells of the vessels and neurons, resulting in autoimmune encephalitis. **d** Stress caused by panic or SARS-CoV-2 infection causes the release of corticotrophin-releasing hormone (CRF) as well as the activation of the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis, resulting in the over-activation of the HPA axis effectors glucocorticoids and GR and exhibit different behaviors. At the same time, environmental stress causes epigenetic modification changes on stress-related genes and leads to abnormal gene expression. Therefore, environmental stress from COVID-19 pandemic can cause psychiatric conditions such as depression, anxiety, psychiatric symptoms, or posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD)

With the increasing awareness of autoantibody-positive cases, autoimmune encephalitis has received increasing attention (Dubey et al. [@CR21]). This autoimmune disease is related to genetic susceptibility, infection, and stressful life events, and is caused by excessive self-response and antigen-driven immune responses (David et al. [@CR13]; Karagianni et al. [@CR32]; Skopouli and Katsiougiannis [@CR48]). In patients with SARS, autoantibodies against the coronavirus spike protein were found to react with human epithelial cells and endothelial cells, and cause cytotoxicity (Lin et al. [@CR37]; Yang et al. [@CR59]). Therefore, similarly, patients with SARS-CoV-2 infection may produce antibodies to fight against SARS-CoV-2 but that also attack antigens in human endothelial cells in cerebral vessels or neurons through the disrupted BBB, which results in cerebral edema and autoimmune encephalitis as shown in Fig. [1c](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}.

Possible Mechanisms of Psychiatric Symptoms {#Sec5}
-------------------------------------------

During the COVID-19 pandemic, environmental stress such as the fear to be affected, quarantine, the experience of breath difficulty, or all kinds of complains in patients leads to different psychiatric disorders as similar to those in SARS epidemic (Maunder [@CR39]). Under these situations, stressor-dependent corticotrophin-releasing hormone (CRH) is released from hypothalamic paraventricular nucleus (PVN) neurons in susceptible individuals and further activates the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis by binding to the CRH receptors in the anterior pituitary gland to stimulate the release of adrenocorticotropic hormone (ACTH) (Futch et al. [@CR22]; Kumar et al. [@CR33]; Sanders and Nemeroff [@CR46]; Soria et al. [@CR49]). The increase of serum ACTH promotes the elevation of concentration of glucocorticoids in the blood (Curtin et al. [@CR12]; Noisakran et al. [@CR41]). Under the stimulation of ACTH, high levels of glucocorticoids are secreted into the systemic circulation and exert its role by binding to glucocorticoid receptors (GR) in different organs such as the brain (Herman et al. [@CR26]). The over-activation of the HPA axis effectors glucocorticoids and GR causes stress-related gene expression and exhibit different behaviors (De Kloet et al. [@CR14]; Herman et al. [@CR26]). In addition to the over-activation of the HPA axis, stress-related gene dysfunction increased the susceptibility in response to environmental stress such as the polymorphism of SERT, BDNF, GR, FKBP5, and CRHR1 genes (Ding and Dai [@CR16]). Environmental stress can alter the epigenetics of these genes through different mechanisms such as DNA methylation, chromatin modification, and histone deacetylation, and causes the transcriptional changes of these gene expression, resulting in stress-related disorders (Cheng et al. [@CR9]; Prasad et al. [@CR44]; Ryan et al. [@CR45]). Therefore, under the situation of COVID-19 pandemic, severe environmental stress including psychological stress may cause different psychiatric disorders through the activation of the HPA axis and altered epigenetic modifications of stress-related genes (as shown in Fig. [1d](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). In addition, stress may also increase the susceptibility to SARS-CoV-2 infection and aggravating the disease process (Glaser and Kiecolt-Glaser and Kiecolt-Glaser [@CR24]; Yan et al. [@CR57]).

Therapeutic Strategies for CNS Symptoms {#Sec6}
=======================================

During this emerging epidemic, currently, the most effective method may be to develop vaccines to SARS-CoV-2 (Patel and Jernigan [@CR42]; Zhang and Liu [@CR60]), but this approach takes some time. Although some possible diagnostic protocols have been published (Beigel et al. [@CR3]; Gao et al. [@CR23]; Xiao et al. [@CR54]), no antiviral drugs have yet been reported to be clinically effective. Once CNS symptoms occur during SARS-CoV-2 infection, active antiviral and symptomatic supportive treatment should be used to stabilize the internal environment and maintain vital signs. Special attention should be paid to decreasing intracranial hypertension by using dehydrating agents such as mannitol and furosemide. A recent study also proposed that the CNS infection of SARS-CoV-2 was partially responsible for acute respiratory failure in patients (Li et al. [@CR36]). Therefore, prevention and treatment of the CNS infection may be important to reduce respiratory symptoms and acute respiratory failure as well as improve the prognosis of COVID-19.

In addition, the psychological pressure caused by SARS-CoV-2 should be reduced by psychiatrists to prevent worsening of the disease (Bao et al. [@CR2]; Duan and Zhu [@CR19]). The combination of drug treatment and psychotherapy may improve the healing efficiency of patients (Xu et al. [@CR55]). Some studies have adopted a combination of drug therapy and psychological therapy, and evaluated the HAMD/HAMA reduction rate; the effective rate of 69 patients after 2 weeks of treatment was 82.3% (Xu et al. [@CR55]). A professional psychotherapy team and a psychological intervention team should be very helpful to patients or medical staff for providing psychological counseling (Xiao et al. [@CR54]). Studies have shown that women pay more attention to inner experiences and self-perceptions, and have a higher chance of experiencing psychological problems than men. Therefore, special attention should be given to women (Xu et al. [@CR55]).

Conclusion {#Sec7}
==========

In this review, we summarized the available data on nervous system symptoms after SARS-CoV-2 infection in patients. A large percentage of patients with COVID-19 presented with central and peripheral nervous system symptoms, such as headache, nausea, vomiting, dizziness, insanity, neck resistance, hypogeusia, and hyposmia, as well as psychiatric and psychological symptoms. Because current case reports have focused mostly on respiratory system symptoms and respiratory failure, neurological symptoms may be neglected, and detailed information is lacking, such as the relationship between headache and nausea/vomiting or intracranial hypertension. However, from the available data, we can conclude that SARS-CoV-2 infection is related to encephalitis, cerebrovascular diseases, consciousness disturbance, anxiety, and depression in patients with COVID-19. Nervous system symptoms are considered a potential indicator of poor prognosis; therefore, prevention and treatment for the CNS symptoms could be crucial for the recovery of COVID-19 patients.
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